


Order 3066
By order of Fuhrer 

King Bradley, all state 
alchemists are to 

report to the front lines 
of the Ishval conflict. 

That means you 
soldier. Use that mind 
of yours to bring this 

conflict to a swift end. 
Do not hesitate to 
destroy the enemy. 

Your superiors will be 
watching your every 

move. This is the 
perfect opportunity to 
show that you deserve 
a promotion and gain 

access to restricted 
alchemic knowledge. 
Now get your ass to 

Ishval. Leave no 
survivors. 

-Basque Grand 

The Law of Equivalent 
Exchange

Alchemy, the science of 
understanding, 

deconstructing, and 
reconstructing matter. 
However it is not an all 

powerful art. It is 
impossible to create 

something out of nothing. If 
one wishes to obtain 

something, something of 
equal value must be given. 

This is the law of 
equivalent exchange the 

basis of all alchemy.



Fullmetal Alchemist: Ishval is a third person action-
adventure game for consoles and PC. It follows a
customizable protagonist during the Ishval Civil
War. This is not a morally black and white conflict
and the player should feel that every step of the
way. The key tone word here is reluctant. The law
of equivalent exchange dictates that for something
gained, something must be given. So too should our
player feel that for every new ability they gain,
they have given up something, even if it’s their
own humanity.

Welcome to 
Ishval Fans of the Series

This game is targeted at fans of the series. Those who
enjoy the original anime as well as it’s expanded series,
Brotherhood. They are drawn to the philosophical
underpinnings and moral ambiguity of the series as
well as its high concept science fiction. They score
high in openness on psychological tests. They want to
explore new worlds and ideas. Complex narratives with
deep quandaries about what it means to be human
strike a chord with this audience. They enjoy games
with strong mental systems that also offer them a
physical challenge. Due to their high levels of empathy,
the question of what is right and what is wrong is
never simple. Their music taste is often at the fringe
of any genre and range from the Front Bottoms to
Thelonious Monk.



Alchemy is a creative and fluid science so the
player is not restricted to a stiff power tree.
Instead, the player is given an ability, map it to a
button, and then allowed to adjust the intensity of
their alchemy to change the nature of that ability.
The abilities are divided into different schools of
alchemy: Creation, Destruction, Combat, and
Elemental. Each school has several abilities the
player can learn. For example, the base ability of
the creation alchemist is to modify the
environment. They can then adjust the intensity of
their alchemy so that touching a wall at low
intensity can create a platform for them to jump on
but doing the same thing at high intensity would
send a wall chunk flying like a projectile. As a
soldier, the player also has basic combat abilities
such as shooting and hand to hand skills. Basic
soldier skills should be provided from the start and
don’t need any form of upgrades other than combat
augmented by alchemy.

Being an Alchemist



Alchemy is not free. If one wishes to obtain something,
something of equal value must be given. Every time the
player uses alchemy some of their health is lost as
well. The higher intensity the alchemic reaction, the
more health lost. The player cannot kill themselves
from using alchemy, but they can drain themselves
very quickly if they’re not careful. The player’s basic
combat abilities as a soldier, shooting and hand to hand
combat, are not related to health. This way they’re
never unarmed.

The Cost of Alchemy



Beyond alchemy, The player will need to use their skills as a soldier. They’ll be granted a pistol and rifle, all
standard issue. They can stick to cover and fire or move between cover in a manner similar to Uncharted.
Hand to hand combat should work just as fluidly, with a basic attack and counter button. Sneaking is
something the player can achieve by moving between cover or hiding in dark places. Enemy AI should be
sensitive to noise and check places where noise comes from or places they saw motion. Players should have
some indication of how well hidden they are and how much noise they’re making a la Breath of the Wild.

Cover, Stealth, & Combat



Each school has a unique flavor. Players will have to choose a school of 
alchemy at the start, but can learn from any school during the game. Of 
course, the more widespread they are, the less focused a player can be 
in one school

Schools of Alchemy

Creation
Creation alchemist make 
things from the 
environment. They can 
modify their environment, 
conjure weapons from the 
floor, or even create new 
objects entirely.

Destruction
These alchemist specialize in 
deconstructing matter. Their abilities 
include removing parts of the world, 
destroying their opponent’s bodily 
structure, or dissolving projectiles. 

Combat
Combat alchemist turn their 
bodies into weapons. Their 
fists fire projectiles, they 
can turn their entire body 
into a cannon, or transform 
their clothes into weapons.

Elemental
Elemental alchemist manipulate raw 
elements like fire or ice. They can 
increase the temperature in an 
opponents body, create walls of 
flame or ice, or use low level heat 
or steam to heal the wounded. 



To gain new abilities, the player must read the research of other alchemists. This research is kept in books at
base camp and guarded by generals. They regulate who has access to what knowledge. If the player rises in the
ranks of the military, they can gain access to these books. They could also attempt to steal them while back at
camp. In order to do so they’ll have to know where the book they seek is kept, who guards it, what their daily
routine is like, and figure out how to get in and out undetected. Book guards are predictable, respond to noises,
and patrol in ways that are easy to assess. The player should be able to find all of this out by spending time at
camp between missions. They should be weary of using alchemy to steal books as it’s loud and flashy, especially at
high intensity, though they may be able to use this noise to their advantage.

Gaining New Abilities



The people of Ishval are dynamic AIs
who only seek to live. While some of
the enemies are fanatics aiming to kill
you, some are unarmed civilians or
armed children who are afraid to
actually shoot. They beg for their lives
as they’re dying or ask the player to
spare their loved ones. Most superior
officers ignore their pleas, though
some may be a bit more sympathetic
than others. Orders are still orders
though. Should a superior catch the
player sparing Ishvalans, punishment is
sure follow.

The People of 
Ishval

In order to move forward in
the military, the player must
be a good soldier. Superior
officers will be on the
battlefield with the player,
watching their performance
and providing orders. If orders
are followed, the player will be
promoted through the ranks. If
orders are not followed, the
player will punished by their
superior officer in some way.
It’s rarely worth it to disobey
direct orders.

Dogs of the 
Military



You find yourself surrounded by smoldering buildings. The flame alchemist has been through here. General Grand
accompanies you as you clean up survivors. Three armed Ishvalan men attempt to ambush you. You’re not worried.
As they ready their weapons, you touch the ground and cause a wall to rise up in front of you. Knowing they
wont react fast enough, you touch the wall and send it flying out towards the enemies, smashing them against a
building. The high intensity alchemy leaves you a little drained. A baby cries. A young Ishvalan woman runs
holding her child. Grand orders you to eliminate them. You hesitate. Grand reminds you that insubordination will
not go unpunished. He’s testing your loyalty. If you listen you’re sure to be promoted. The woman is getting away.
Grand draws his pistol. You act quickly and put up a wall between Grand and the woman. The general is displeased.
He vows to strip you of your rank for disobeying orders. You regret nothing.

Fighting In Ishval



You rise in the ranks of the
military by following orders. Doing
so has two benefits. First, you gain
access to new alchemic abilities.
Second, you gain command of more
soldiers. Soldiers under your
command follow your orders, which
you select from a list of options
However, if they disagree with your
orders they will make their
problems known. If you continue to
give them orders they disagree
with, they may ask to transfer to
another unit or even rebel against
you. If your goal is to save lives,
perhaps you can do so by gaining
command of a large battalion,
sacrificing a few to save the many.

Rising in the 
Ranks

Soldiers of the same rank
or lower, but not under
your command, may listen
to you on the battlefield
if you give out an order.
They might also ignore
you if your orders don’t
line up with their goals or
current orders. They may
even go so far as to
outright do the opposite
of your orders. For
example you give an order
to fall back and one
soldier rushes into the
fray. Do you save them or
leave them to their fate?

Fellow 
Soldiers



Gameplay is divided into missions and time at base camp.
While at base camp, you can interact with officers, explore
around camp provided you have the rank to access
certain areas, manage and talk to soldiers under your
command, and receive assignments for your next mission.
It is here that subordinates will make their desires known.
Missions are varied in scope in accordance with your rank.
Low ranking officers will receive missions that put them
on the front lines in firefights while high ranking officers
will be given more specialized missions such as gathering
Intel, removing specific encampments, or assassinating
enemy officers. These missions require more stealth and
strategy.

Missions & Base Camp



You’ve achieved the rank of Colonel.
Congratulations on your promotion. Your latest
assignment is to remove a hostile encampment.
You lead your men to the site of the enemy
force only to find out it’s filled with injured
Ishvalans. You realize this is a hospital. Removing
it could help bring the war to an end more
swiftly, saving the lives of your fellow soldiers.
However, this means having to killed injured men.
You order your men to attack anyway. The
battle is fierce but your destruction alchemy
makes it easy to infiltrate the encampment as
you break down walls and dissolve incoming
bullets. You’re tired though, such high intensity
alchemy drains you very quickly. Luckily, you’ve
made enough of a dent that your men are able
to clean up. You lose a few good soldiers, but
know that the enemy is down a hospital, keeping
them from sending more soldiers back to the
front lines.

Command & Conquer 



As the player goes through Ishval, they should be constantly confronted with difficult decisions.
There is no one right answer. Disobeying orders might make them an enemy of the State, but may
save their conscious. Fullmetal Alchemist: Ishval should support multiple endings and various paths
to those endings from rising in the ranks of the military to facing a court martial. The number of
lives spared vs the number of lives taken should impact the ending.

Multiple Answers

The war will come to end when the Ishvalans are
eliminated, have fled, or the military is driven back.
The game should track how many Ishvalans remain
encamped and how many soldiers remain. It should
also track how many lives have been spared on
either side. After a certain threshold is met, an end
game sequence will be initiated, leaving the player
to the consequences of their actions.

Ending the War


